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A tour 100% compatible with the 
JR-Pass!

DEGAM is actively engaged in sustainable 
tourism. We encourage our travelers to 
use the transportation means that are the 

least damaging to the environment. 

This is why in this 3　weeks tour, we 
made it possible for you to go to town 
to town in all the 6 prefectures of the 
Tohoku region (the Northern part of the 
Honshu Island) and Hokkaido by train and 
reduced the trajects by bus as much as 
possible. What's more, the itinerary is fully 
compatible witjh the Japan Rail Pass, an 

economic way to travel around Japan.

For more information about the JR Pass: 
click here. 

Why go North ?

Make one with nature in Hokkaido and Tohoku

About this tour:
We understand that classic group tours in Japan have some downsides: lack of privacy, absence of freedom 

in the itinerary or schedule, difficulty to exchange with the local people... 

But traveling solo in the Japanese countryside can also be very scary! Lack of English signs, no one to 

speak English with, hotels and attractions which only take reservations by phone...

 

DEGAM Tsuruoka Tourism Bureau helps you take part in a unique tour of the hidden gems sprinkled across 

Northern Japan, allowing you to make minor detours if you want and travel comfortably with your family and 

friends without the trouble of making the reservations in Japanese yourself.

 

We will design a 100% custom tour for you, adapt to your needs, make reservations, and gather all the 

information in our "Self-Guide Brochure," so you can discover the best of Northern Japan at your own pace.

In this "3 weeks to go to Tohoku & Hokkaido" tour, we wanted to introduce you to Northern Japan's most 

sacred grounds: the Dewa Sanzan, a 1400 years old spiritual site; Hiraizumi, a UNESCO World Heritage; 

Tohoku's beautiful and wild nature: Shirakami Sanchi (a UNESCO World Heritage), Hokkaido's Ainu culture 

and Daisetsuzan's National Park; and also make you learn about Northern Japan's aborigene people: the 

Ezo and the Emishi, by going to the UNESCO World Heritage sites linked to the "Jomon" prehistory, and of 

course the Ainu: the native people of Hokkaido's region. 

In this tour, there is nothing but the best of the attractions to see in Northern Japan, condensed in a two 

weeks trip. For a more slow-pace tour, please see our other brochures.

Tour season: June - September

The Tohoku region remains preserved from 
mass tourism as only 2 percent of the foreign 
travelers choose to venture in the Tohoku 
region. The locals are eager to meet with 
foreign visitors, and will gladly welcome you 
in their homes and exchange with you.

Plus ,  your  tr ip  to  the  Tohoku reg ion 
constitutes a huge contribution to the 
reconstruction project that is still ongoing 
since the 2011 Earthquake and Tsunami.

Going to the Tohoku region is seeing "the 
other face of Japan", as opposed to the 
vibrant, exuberant southern side of Japan.

https://japanrailpass.net/en/
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Your itinerary*
Prefecture Location

Day 1 Yamagata Yamadera

Day 2 Ginzan Onsen

Day 3 Mt. Haguro

Day 4 Gassan & Yudono

Day 5 Aomori Hirosaki

Day 6 Akita Shirakami-Sanchi

Day 7 Aomori Hirosaki

Day 8 Hokkaido Hakodate

Day 9 Sapporo

Day 10 Asahikawa (Daisetsuzan)

Day 11 Furano

Day 12 Shiraoi

Day 13 Niseko

Day 14 Hakodate

Day 15 Aomori Sannai Maruyama

Day 16 Iwate Hiraizumi
Day 17 Hiraizumi

Day 18 Miyagi Onagawa

Day 19 Kinkasan Island

Day 20 Fukushima Fukushima & return

*This itinerary is an example of the tour you will buy. We will make slight changements to the itinerary/plan following your date of arrival and *This itinerary is an example of the tour you will buy. We will make slight changements to the itinerary/plan following your date of arrival and 
accommodate to your special requests if necessary. accommodate to your special requests if necessary. 

Day 1 :  Mystical Yamagata (Yamadera, Ginzan 
Onsen).
Departure from Tokyo Station by Shinkansen (Yamagata Line).
Make a transfer at Yamagata station for Yamadera. Visit this 
ancient Buddhist pilgrimage site. 
Look around for lunch and finish your visit.
Get in the train for Oishida station.
Your host for the night will come pick you at the station.

About  Yamadera
Just outside Yamagata City lies the enchanting ancient Just outside Yamagata City lies the enchanting ancient 
Buddhist temple complex, of Yamadera Temple. Formally Buddhist temple complex, of Yamadera Temple. Formally 
referred to as Risshakuji, Yamadera is the local name referred to as Risshakuji, Yamadera is the local name 
given to the cluster of religious structures hewn into a given to the cluster of religious structures hewn into a 
steep mountainside overlooking a quaint village of the steep mountainside overlooking a quaint village of the 
same name. It translates simply to “mountain temple.”same name. It translates simply to “mountain temple.”

Ascend the over a thousand stone steps of this Ascend the over a thousand stone steps of this 
mountain temple and you’ll quickly succumb to the still mountain temple and you’ll quickly succumb to the still 
tranquility of the dense forest and the many stone-carved tranquility of the dense forest and the many stone-carved 
memorials that abound along the way. At the awesome, memorials that abound along the way. At the awesome, 
upper Niomon gate, take a breather and reflect upon the upper Niomon gate, take a breather and reflect upon the 
silent, sentinel cedars that surround you. And further up silent, sentinel cedars that surround you. And further up 
at Godaido, perched along the cliffside, you can let your at Godaido, perched along the cliffside, you can let your 
gaze stretch across the valley below and onward to a gaze stretch across the valley below and onward to a 
mountainous horizon, and finally consider for a moment mountainous horizon, and finally consider for a moment 
the timeless seasons that attend this world, with or the timeless seasons that attend this world, with or 
without us. It’s no wonder that Japan’s illustrious haiku without us. It’s no wonder that Japan’s illustrious haiku 
poet, Basho, penned some of his most famous lines in poet, Basho, penned some of his most famous lines in 
ode to Yamadera:ode to Yamadera:

stillnessstillness

steeps into the stonessteeps into the stones

the cry of cicadasthe cry of cicadas
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Day 2  Like Chihiro in that Ghibli movie (Ginzan 
onsen visit)

Visit Ginzan Onsen Town. 
Visit the Silver Mines and the waterfall around the town.
Have sushi for lunch (our recommendation).
Get in the train for Tsuruoka Station in the afternoon 
(transfer at Shinjo). Stay in Daiichi Hotel for the night.

Day 3:  Time-traveling in Mt. Haguro
Get in the bus bound for Mt. Haguro (Haguro Zuishinmon)
from S-Mall bus center.
Start hiking the mountain from Zuishinmon (1h and half). 
Please make sure to have enough water supply with you.
Have shojin-ryori vegetarian cuisine at Saikan's Pilgrim 
Lodge & Restaurant for lunch.
Enjoy a slow day in the mountain, visit the museums and 
interact with the yamabushi priests, then stay at Saikan for 
the night.About  Ginzan Onsen

The scenic Onsen town has recently made the buzz on The scenic Onsen town has recently made the buzz on 
Instagram and other social networks.Instagram and other social networks.
I ts Ghibl iesque appearance and i ts lush green I ts Ghibl iesque appearance and i ts lush green 
environment makes it the perfect destination for the environment makes it the perfect destination for the 
weary travelers who seek some comfort and relaxation.weary travelers who seek some comfort and relaxation.
Originally obtaining its name from the silver mine located Originally obtaining its name from the silver mine located 
near the back of this town, Ginzan Onsen translates out near the back of this town, Ginzan Onsen translates out 
to Silver Mountain Hotsprings and was founded over 400 to Silver Mountain Hotsprings and was founded over 400 
years ago when it thrived off of its silver production.  years ago when it thrived off of its silver production.  

After its mines shut down, the town rediscovered itself After its mines shut down, the town rediscovered itself 
as a premier hot spring resort by designating an entire as a premier hot spring resort by designating an entire 
portion of its town to over a dozen bathhouses that still portion of its town to over a dozen bathhouses that still 
stand today.  stand today.  

With their wooden frames and white plaster walls, these With their wooden frames and white plaster walls, these 
buildings preserve the elegance of their Taisho Era (1912 buildings preserve the elegance of their Taisho Era (1912 
to 1926) architecture and are romanticized through the to 1926) architecture and are romanticized through the 
many dramas this town is featured in.  many dramas this town is featured in.  

The nostalgic and warm feel that visitors often praise The nostalgic and warm feel that visitors often praise 
this town for is also thanks to the gas street lamps that this town for is also thanks to the gas street lamps that 
give this town a soft glow.  give this town a soft glow.  

About Mt. Haguro
Dewa Sanzan is the collective name given to the Dewa Sanzan is the collective name given to the 
"Three Sacred Mountains of Dewa" — Mt. Haguro, Mt. "Three Sacred Mountains of Dewa" — Mt. Haguro, Mt. 
Gassan, and Mt. Yudono. It has been a pilgrimage site Gassan, and Mt. Yudono. It has been a pilgrimage site 
for religious practitioners of ‘Shugendo’ for more than for religious practitioners of ‘Shugendo’ for more than 
1400 years. Shugendo (in Japanese: "the Way of the 1400 years. Shugendo (in Japanese: "the Way of the 
Harsh Training”) is derived from Esoteric Buddhism Harsh Training”) is derived from Esoteric Buddhism 
practices; it includes principles from both the Shinto practices; it includes principles from both the Shinto 
religion and Taoism and is strongly linked to Japan's religion and Taoism and is strongly linked to Japan's 
original spirituality that centers on the worship of original spirituality that centers on the worship of 
mountains. mountains. 
In Mt. Haguro stands the general shrine of The Dewa In Mt. Haguro stands the general shrine of The Dewa 
Sanzan. Mt. Haguro symbolizes the present life and it Sanzan. Mt. Haguro symbolizes the present life and it 
is where the pilgrims come to pray for happiness in is where the pilgrims come to pray for happiness in 
this life.this life.
Pilgrims eat the "shojin-ryori" in order to purify Pilgrims eat the "shojin-ryori" in order to purify 
themselves before entering in Dewa Sanzan's sacred themselves before entering in Dewa Sanzan's sacred 
grounds. Shojin-ryori is a vegetarian cuisine, that grounds. Shojin-ryori is a vegetarian cuisine, that 
derives from the Buddhist vegetarian meal of the derives from the Buddhist vegetarian meal of the 
same name. same name. 
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Day 4&5:  Exploring the World of the Dead in Mt. 
Gassan & Mt. Yudono
In the morning, get in the bus for Mt. Gassan (Gassan 
Hachigome) from the top of Mt. Haguro (Haguro Sancho).
Hike Mt. Gassan (plan at least 3 hours to reach the summit).   
Have lunch at Gassan Chojo Goya.
Start the hike to Mt. Yudono (3 hours and half)
If you have time, visit the shrine. Otherwise, go directly to 
Yudonosan Sanrojo to stay for the night.

Day 6&7 :  Like Princess Mononoke in that Ghibli 
movie (Hirosaki, Shirakami Sanchi's UNESCO 
World Heritage)
Take the train from Tsuruoka station to Hirosaki station. Take the train from Tsuruoka station to Hirosaki station. 
Have lunch around the station.Have lunch around the station.
Visit Hirosaki castle and if you have time, pay a visit to Visit Hirosaki castle and if you have time, pay a visit to 
Hirosaki's Buddhist temples. Stay around the station for the Hirosaki's Buddhist temples. Stay around the station for the 
night. night. 

On the seventh day, take the bus bound for Shirakami On the seventh day, take the bus bound for Shirakami 
Sanchi from Hirosaki station (40 minutes). Sanchi from Hirosaki station (40 minutes). 
Hike Shirakami Sanchi and explore Tohoku's most precious Hike Shirakami Sanchi and explore Tohoku's most precious 
natural site. Once you're finished, take the bus back to natural site. Once you're finished, take the bus back to 
Hirosaki and enjoy a good night of rest in the same hotel.Hirosaki and enjoy a good night of rest in the same hotel.

Shirakami Sanchi
The Shirakami Sanchi is a mountainous region located The Shirakami Sanchi is a mountainous region located 
in the northernmost part of Japan’s main island. It is in the northernmost part of Japan’s main island. It is 
an expansive 130,000 hectare area crossing into both an expansive 130,000 hectare area crossing into both 
Aomori and Akita prefectures.Aomori and Akita prefectures.
The 16,971 hectare heart of the region was registered The 16,971 hectare heart of the region was registered 
in December 1993 as Japan’s very first World Heritage in December 1993 as Japan’s very first World Heritage 
Site, along with Yakushima Island in Kagoshima Site, along with Yakushima Island in Kagoshima 
Prefecture.Prefecture.

Many of the low-temperature climate beech trees Many of the low-temperature climate beech trees 
which populated the northern hills and mountains of which populated the northern hills and mountains of 
Japan long ago have disappeared.Japan long ago have disappeared.
However, because the Shirakami Sanchi located far However, because the Shirakami Sanchi located far 
from any city, and the terrain is full of precipitous from any city, and the terrain is full of precipitous 
cliffs, its trees have mostly been spared destruction cliffs, its trees have mostly been spared destruction 
by human hands. Here, a wide diversity of plants and by human hands. Here, a wide diversity of plants and 
animals thrive, including the Asian Black Bear, the animals thrive, including the Asian Black Bear, the 
Golden Eagle, and the Black Woodpecker.Golden Eagle, and the Black Woodpecker.
The forest ecosystem created here is abundant, a The forest ecosystem created here is abundant, a 
paradise for many living creatures.paradise for many living creatures.

One of the site's most famous attraction is its One of the site's most famous attraction is its 
turquoise-blue pond: Lake Junikoturquoise-blue pond: Lake Juniko

About Mt. Gassan & Mt. Yudono

Mount Gassan, the oldest and tallest mountain of the Mount Gassan, the oldest and tallest mountain of the 
Dewa Sanzan, has always been the core of the Dewa Dewa Sanzan, has always been the core of the Dewa 
Sanzan's mountain worshipping practices. It is a symbol Sanzan's mountain worshipping practices. It is a symbol 
of the Past, and people come pray here for the happiness of the Past, and people come pray here for the happiness 
of the Past Ones (= the ancestors). As a result, Mt. of the Past Ones (= the ancestors). As a result, Mt. 
Gassan is also known as "the mountain of the Dead".Gassan is also known as "the mountain of the Dead".
Climbing Mt. Gassan is viewed as an exploration of Climbing Mt. Gassan is viewed as an exploration of 
death.death.

Mount Yudono was not always part of the Dewa Sanzan. Mount Yudono was not always part of the Dewa Sanzan. 
For geographical survey reasons, Mt. Yudono replaced For geographical survey reasons, Mt. Yudono replaced 
Mt. Hayama (which, itself, replaced Mt. Chokai) in the Mt. Hayama (which, itself, replaced Mt. Chokai) in the 
early 17th century. It is said that Mt. Yudono was made early 17th century. It is said that Mt. Yudono was made 
a sacred place for Buddhism by Kukai—the founder of a sacred place for Buddhism by Kukai—the founder of 
Shingon Buddhism himself.Shingon Buddhism himself.
Mt. Yudono is a symbol of the Future, this is where Mt. Yudono is a symbol of the Future, this is where 
people come pray for their future reincarnations or their people come pray for their future reincarnations or their 
children's happiness.children's happiness.

Mt. Haguro, Mt. Gassan and Mt. Yudono form "the Dewa Mt. Haguro, Mt. Gassan and Mt. Yudono form "the Dewa 
Sanzan", a part of the Bandai Asahi National Park.Sanzan", a part of the Bandai Asahi National Park.
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Day 8 :  Crossing the main island (Hakodate)
Get in the Shinkansen for Hakodate from Aomori station. 
Before leaving Aomori, make sure you had a taste of those 
delicious apples that made the identity of this beautiful 
prefecture.
When arrived in Hakodate, take some time to visit the 
regional museum and have lunch around the station.
Stay in Hakodate for the night.

About Hakodate
Hakodate is one of  the most popular tourist Hakodate is one of  the most popular tourist 
destinations in Hokkaido. With beautiful sceneries, destinations in Hokkaido. With beautiful sceneries, 
historical buildings, hot springs, delicious food and historical buildings, hot springs, delicious food and 
various events constantly on offer, the city abounds various events constantly on offer, the city abounds 
with both urban charm and natural beauty. with both urban charm and natural beauty. 

Hakodate offers a chance to enjoy both the city life Hakodate offers a chance to enjoy both the city life 
and the great outdoors - one of the city’s charms. The and the great outdoors - one of the city’s charms. The 
45-minute tram ride from one end of the city to the 45-minute tram ride from one end of the city to the 
other is chockablock with various places of interest. other is chockablock with various places of interest. 
Admire the historical buildings as you stroll through Admire the historical buildings as you stroll through 
the city, take a dip in a hot spring, or just gaze at the the city, take a dip in a hot spring, or just gaze at the 
panoramic views… A 30-minute train ride from the panoramic views… A 30-minute train ride from the 
city will take you to the magnificent natural scenery of city will take you to the magnificent natural scenery of 
Onuma Quasi-National Park.Onuma Quasi-National Park.

Hakodate is also known as the “city of gourmet food.” Hakodate is also known as the “city of gourmet food.” 
Surrounded by the ocean, Hakodate is a haven for Surrounded by the ocean, Hakodate is a haven for 
delicious fresh seafood. Among the most popular delicious fresh seafood. Among the most popular 
choices, you’ll find “sushi and seafood rice bowl”. choices, you’ll find “sushi and seafood rice bowl”. 
Another favorite is “Hakodate Ramen”, featuring a Another favorite is “Hakodate Ramen”, featuring a 
savory seafood soup base.savory seafood soup base.

Day 9 :  A beer paradise (Sapporo)

Continue your Hokkaido journey and get to Sapporo from 
Hakodate. The trip will be long, but a reward awaits you: 
get a bowl of urchin and ikura fish eggs for lunch. This 
exquisite dish is one of the most refined food in the region.
In the afternoon, visit the Sapporo Beer Museum and treat 
yourself with as many varieties of beer as you wish.

About Sapporo
The full-scale development of Hokkaido, which began The full-scale development of Hokkaido, which began 
with the establishment of the Kaitakushi (Development with the establishment of the Kaitakushi (Development 
Commission), produced significant achievements Commission), produced significant achievements 
with the passage of time. As railways and roads with the passage of time. As railways and roads 
extended throughout the wilderness and more people extended throughout the wilderness and more people 
and goods were transported through ports, a wide and goods were transported through ports, a wide 
variety of crops began being raised on the once variety of crops began being raised on the once 
uncultivated land. The population of Hokkaido, which uncultivated land. The population of Hokkaido, which 
was once only about 50,000, has increased to 5.7 was once only about 50,000, has increased to 5.7 
million, enveloping the land with vitality. As it enters million, enveloping the land with vitality. As it enters 
into a new age, Hokkaido continues to possess new into a new age, Hokkaido continues to possess new 
potential and frontier spirit. potential and frontier spirit. 

Established in the latter half of the 1800s, Sapporo is Established in the latter half of the 1800s, Sapporo is 
one of Japan's newer cities. Nevertheless, the city's one of Japan's newer cities. Nevertheless, the city's 
population has grown from seven in 1857 to nearly 2 population has grown from seven in 1857 to nearly 2 
million today. As a newer city by Japanese standards, million today. As a newer city by Japanese standards, 
it has less in the way of traditional architecture and it has less in the way of traditional architecture and 
infrastructure when compared to older cities such as infrastructure when compared to older cities such as 
Kyoto and Nara. However, what it lacks in perceived, Kyoto and Nara. However, what it lacks in perceived, 
traditional "Japanese-ness," it makes up for with traditional "Japanese-ness," it makes up for with 
many historical "Western-style" buildings; lovely, many historical "Western-style" buildings; lovely, 
open, tree-filled boulevards to enjoy in summer; and open, tree-filled boulevards to enjoy in summer; and 
excellent snow and skiing facilities in the long winter.excellent snow and skiing facilities in the long winter.
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Day 9-11:  Going to the heart of Hokkaido 
(Daisetsuzan, a National Park)

From Sapporo, go to Asahikawa station. The trip was long, 
take a well-deserved lunch around the station and stroll in 
the town for the rest of the day. Stay in Asahikawa for the 
night.
The next day, go to Mt. Asahi and start a mesmerizing hike 
on this emblematic mountain.
Stay for the night around Mt. Asahi.
The next day, continue your hike on Daisetsuzan. Finish 
your hike and reach Furano. Stay in Furano for the night.

About  Daisetsuzan

At 2267.64 square kilometers, Daisetsuzan is the largest At 2267.64 square kilometers, Daisetsuzan is the largest 
national park in Japan. The name means Great Snowy national park in Japan. The name means Great Snowy 
Mountain(s), an apt description of these peaks — 15 of Mountain(s), an apt description of these peaks — 15 of 
them over 2000 meters — that offer some of the most them over 2000 meters — that offer some of the most 
rugged hiking in Japan. The Ainu name for Daisetsuzan, rugged hiking in Japan. The Ainu name for Daisetsuzan, 
kamui-mintara, translates to "playground of the gods". kamui-mintara, translates to "playground of the gods". 
The mean annual temperature observed on the top of The mean annual temperature observed on the top of 
Mt. Kurodake (1,984 m) from October 1989 to September Mt. Kurodake (1,984 m) from October 1989 to September 
1990 was -2.3°C. The lowest temperature was -21.8°C in 1990 was -2.3°C. The lowest temperature was -21.8°C in 
January, and the highest one was 18.7°C in July. From January, and the highest one was 18.7°C in July. From 
October to June is a harsh season, with severe cold and October to June is a harsh season, with severe cold and 
snowfall. The monthly mean temperature was below zero snowfall. The monthly mean temperature was below zero 
from October 1989 to April 1990, and the study area was from October 1989 to April 1990, and the study area was 
completely under snow until early May in 1990. Winter completely under snow until early May in 1990. Winter 
snow usually starts disappearing in May with some snow snow usually starts disappearing in May with some snow 
patches remaining year round. The Daisetsuzan volcanic patches remaining year round. The Daisetsuzan volcanic 
group is formed on a lava plateau spreading over a wide group is formed on a lava plateau spreading over a wide 
area on the high altitude. Several volcanoes erupted on area on the high altitude. Several volcanoes erupted on 
the plateau and formed the current mountain range with the plateau and formed the current mountain range with 
a number of peaks over 2,000 meter, among them the a number of peaks over 2,000 meter, among them the 
tallest peak in Hokkaido, Mount Asahidake (an outbound tallest peak in Hokkaido, Mount Asahidake (an outbound 
link) towering at 2,291 m (7,510 ft). Other  famous peaks link) towering at 2,291 m (7,510 ft). Other  famous peaks 
in the area are Mount Hokkaidake (2,149 m), Mount in the area are Mount Hokkaidake (2,149 m), Mount 
Kurodake (1,984 m), Mount Hakuun (2,230 m), and Mount Kurodake (1,984 m), Mount Hakuun (2,230 m), and Mount 
Akadake (2,078 m). Some of the peaks are still active Akadake (2,078 m). Some of the peaks are still active 
volcanoes, such as Mount Asahidake.volcanoes, such as Mount Asahidake.
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Day 12 :  Flowery Hokkaido (Shiraoi)

From Furano station, go to Shiraoi. The trip is long. As 
always, your patience will be rewarded with a delicious 
lunch. Our recommendation? Crab food of course! You're in 
Hokkaido, it's time for you to enjoy all the different varieties 
of crab available in the region!

Visit the lavenda fields that every Japanese think of when 
they hear about Furano and stay in the town for the night.

About Furano

Furano is known as Heso no Machi (the Belly Button Furano is known as Heso no Machi (the Belly Button 
Town) due to its central location. Furano's inland Town) due to its central location. Furano's inland 
location (almost 100 km -- about as far inland as Japan location (almost 100 km -- about as far inland as Japan 
gets) and high elevation result in a continental climate, gets) and high elevation result in a continental climate, 
the reason behind Furano's successful ski hill and wine the reason behind Furano's successful ski hill and wine 
industries. There is a very large temperature variation, industries. There is a very large temperature variation, 
so a light jacket is recommended even in the summer. so a light jacket is recommended even in the summer. 
Summer midday temperatures may exceed 30 °C, and Summer midday temperatures may exceed 30 °C, and 
midwinters will drop below -30 °C. Furano has very midwinters will drop below -30 °C. Furano has very 
heavy snowfall in the winter.heavy snowfall in the winter.
The population is approximately 26,000, including The population is approximately 26,000, including 
the incorporated communities in the outskirts. The the incorporated communities in the outskirts. The 
population of the main municipal area is said to be about population of the main municipal area is said to be about 
16,000. Don't expect to meet a large number of English 16,000. Don't expect to meet a large number of English 
speakers outside of the major hotel and tourist areas.speakers outside of the major hotel and tourist areas.

There has been a substantial increase in foreign skiers There has been a substantial increase in foreign skiers 
and snowboarders, particularly from Australia. Furano and snowboarders, particularly from Australia. Furano 
seems set to enjoy the same skiing success that Niseko seems set to enjoy the same skiing success that Niseko 
has.has.

Meanwhile, the Furano Basin has become more and Meanwhile, the Furano Basin has become more and 
more famous for its summertime lavender fields, which more famous for its summertime lavender fields, which 
draw multitudes of visitors from Taiwan and China as draw multitudes of visitors from Taiwan and China as 
well as from all over Japan.well as from all over Japan.
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Day 13:  Getting in touch with Japan's origins

Go to Upopoy's Ainu village and learn about the Ainu.
When you are finished, get in the train for Niseko and stay 
there for the night.

About  the Ainu

The Ainu are an indigenous people from the northern The Ainu are an indigenous people from the northern 
region of the Japanese archipelago, particularly region of the Japanese archipelago, particularly 
Hokkaido. The Ainu culture is distinctive, with a Hokkaido. The Ainu culture is distinctive, with a 
language that is unrelated to Japanese, a spirituality that language that is unrelated to Japanese, a spirituality that 
holds that spirits dwell in every part of the natural world, holds that spirits dwell in every part of the natural world, 
traditional dances that are performed at family events traditional dances that are performed at family events 
and festivals, and crafts such as wood carving and and festivals, and crafts such as wood carving and 
embroidery that incorporate unique patterns. Increasing embroidery that incorporate unique patterns. Increasing 
numbers of people have been trying to revive traditional numbers of people have been trying to revive traditional 
dances based on old records and to create new types of dances based on old records and to create new types of 
Ainu music.Ainu music.
The Ainu language is from Hokkaido, Sakhalin, and the The Ainu language is from Hokkaido, Sakhalin, and the 
Kuril Islands. It is distinct from Japanese and although Kuril Islands. It is distinct from Japanese and although 
some aspects of word order are similar, there are some aspects of word order are similar, there are 
numerous grammatical differences. Formerly a purely numerous grammatical differences. Formerly a purely 
verbal language, it is now transcribed using the Latin verbal language, it is now transcribed using the Latin 
alphabet or katakana, a Japanese writing system, with alphabet or katakana, a Japanese writing system, with 
the addition of some specialized characters. The use the addition of some specialized characters. The use 
of the Ainu language declined rapidly due to policies to of the Ainu language declined rapidly due to policies to 
promote the modernization of Japan, starting during the promote the modernization of Japan, starting during the 
Meiji era (1868-1912), and it was listed as an endangered Meiji era (1868-1912), and it was listed as an endangered 
language by UNESCO in 2009.language by UNESCO in 2009.

The history of the Ainu is known from stories passed The history of the Ainu is known from stories passed 
down orally by the Ainu themselves and from writings down orally by the Ainu themselves and from writings 
left by neighboring peoples. This history should be left by neighboring peoples. This history should be 
understood in terms of a time period stretching from the understood in terms of a time period stretching from the 
Paleolithic period to the modern day, and also in terms Paleolithic period to the modern day, and also in terms 
of expansion and interaction with surrounding peoples. of expansion and interaction with surrounding peoples. 
As such, it is important to consider this history as a As such, it is important to consider this history as a 
continuous progression through the ages, rather than continuous progression through the ages, rather than 
the traditional characterization, in which the Ainu culture the traditional characterization, in which the Ainu culture 
is considered to have been created between the 9th and is considered to have been created between the 9th and 
13th centuries.13th centuries.
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Day 14 :  Majestic Niseko

Take some time to enjoy Niseko's beautiful flower 
landscapes. For lunch, what about a delicious vegetable 
curry rice outside?
The mountain you can see in the background is Mt. Yotei.
Take the train back to Hakodate. You will spend the night 
(again) in Hakodate.

About Mt. Yotei
Niseko’s beginnings date back to the first pioneers who Niseko’s beginnings date back to the first pioneers who 
arrived in Kutchan from Honshu, Japan’s most populated arrived in Kutchan from Honshu, Japan’s most populated 
island in 1891. While the area has only seen international island in 1891. While the area has only seen international 
interest in the past 30 years, an Austrian by the name of interest in the past 30 years, an Austrian by the name of 
Theodor von Lerch Edora is said to be the first to ski the Theodor von Lerch Edora is said to be the first to ski the 
mountains of Niseko, after he climbed and skied Mount mountains of Niseko, after he climbed and skied Mount 
Yotei in 1912. There are several statues of his likeness Yotei in 1912. There are several statues of his likeness 
throughout Niseko to commemorate his legacy. While it throughout Niseko to commemorate his legacy. While it 
may seem that Kutchan’s beginnings are fairly recent, may seem that Kutchan’s beginnings are fairly recent, 
there is actually a long history of people inhabiting the there is actually a long history of people inhabiting the 
area.area.
Close to the Niseko Village ski area is a stone circle built Close to the Niseko Village ski area is a stone circle built 
around 4,000 years ago in the latter part of the Jomon around 4,000 years ago in the latter part of the Jomon 
period, indicating that this area has been inhabited for period, indicating that this area has been inhabited for 
thousands of years. The early inhabitants lived off the thousands of years. The early inhabitants lived off the 
land and they, like us, would have taken pleasure in the land and they, like us, would have taken pleasure in the 
beauty of Mt Yotei and the surrounding scenery.beauty of Mt Yotei and the surrounding scenery.
Around the turn of the twentieth century, settlers in the Around the turn of the twentieth century, settlers in the 
Niseko region started to establish temples and shrines.. Niseko region started to establish temples and shrines.. 
The main shrines were Kutchan-jinja and Kaributo-jinja The main shrines were Kutchan-jinja and Kaributo-jinja 
in Niseko Town. in Niseko Town. 
Niseko resort has come a long way since visitors had Niseko resort has come a long way since visitors had 
to hike the mountain for a day’s skiing and the only to hike the mountain for a day’s skiing and the only 
accommodation was the chambre-d’hote style offered accommodation was the chambre-d’hote style offered 
by the local farmhouses. 100 years later, the resort has by the local farmhouses. 100 years later, the resort has 
seen considerable change and, though the friendliness seen considerable change and, though the friendliness 
of the local people and warm hospitality remains, the of the local people and warm hospitality remains, the 
resort now features a wide range of accommodation, resort now features a wide range of accommodation, 
an eclectic selection of restaurants and offers both an eclectic selection of restaurants and offers both 
traditional cultural experiences, modern activities as well traditional cultural experiences, modern activities as well 
as festivals throughout the year.as festivals throughout the year.
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Day 15:  Here we meet again, Hakodate

Now we have a little more time to explore Hakodate, it's 
a good idea to have a look at Hakodate's Jomon Culture 
Center before going back to Aomori.
After you are done, take the shinkansen back to Aomori and 
say goodbye to beautiful Hokkaido. You'll spend the night 
in Aomori city.

About the Jomon Culture 

Tohoku and the Jomon Period

The Jomon period is an age of Japanese 
prehistory that spans a period of time from 
about 15,000 to 2,400 years ago. Northern 
Japan, where the Jomon Prehistoric Sites 
are located, has varied landforms, such as 
mountains, hills, plains, and lowlands, as 
well as inner bays, lakes and marshes, and 
rivers with an abundant flow of water. Under 
such environmental conditions, people 
living in Northern Japan were able to secure 
food in a stable manner, and they initiated a 
sedentary way of life using pottery around 
15,000 years ago. Over the subsequent 10,000 
years, they continued a lifestyle based on 
hunting, fishing, and gathering, adapting 
to environmental changes such as climate 
warming and cooling and the corresponding 
marine transgressions and regressions.
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Day 16 :  Historical Tohoku (Sannai-Maruyama, a 
UNESCO World Heritage)

Take the bus bound for Sannai-Maruyama's ruins. Visit the 
museum. 
Visit Aomori city in its whole and spend another night in 
Aomori.

About Sannai Maruyama

This site is located in Aomori City in central Aomori This site is located in Aomori City in central Aomori 
Prefecture, on a coastal terrace at an elevation of Prefecture, on a coastal terrace at an elevation of 
approximately 20 meters along the Okidate River at approximately 20 meters along the Okidate River at 
the foot of rolling hills extending from the Hakkoda the foot of rolling hills extending from the Hakkoda 
Mountains. Mountains. 
The settlement site is characterized by the planned The settlement site is characterized by the planned 
arrangement of pit dwellings, pillar-supported structures, arrangement of pit dwellings, pillar-supported structures, 
pit graves aligned in rows, intentionally buried pots, pit graves aligned in rows, intentionally buried pots, 
artificial earthen mounds, storage pits, roads, and large-artificial earthen mounds, storage pits, roads, and large-
scale structures. Massive amounts of pots and stone scale structures. Massive amounts of pots and stone 
tools have been excavated, in addition to nuts (chestnuts, tools have been excavated, in addition to nuts (chestnuts, 
walnuts, etc.) and the bones of various fishes and walnuts, etc.) and the bones of various fishes and 
animals, all of which are indicative of the diet and animals, all of which are indicative of the diet and 
environment. These finds demonstrate how people at environment. These finds demonstrate how people at 
the time ingeniously used natural resources throughout the time ingeniously used natural resources throughout 
the year. Artifacts unearthed here also include wooden the year. Artifacts unearthed here also include wooden 
items, bone and antler objects, baskets, lacquerware items, bone and antler objects, baskets, lacquerware 
and other organic materials, as well as numerous trade and other organic materials, as well as numerous trade 
items, including jade, obsidian and asphalt from afar.items, including jade, obsidian and asphalt from afar.
Huge amounts of ritual tools, including over 2,000 clay Huge amounts of ritual tools, including over 2,000 clay 
figurines (the largest number recorded at any site in figurines (the largest number recorded at any site in 
Japan), have been excavated from the large mounds. Japan), have been excavated from the large mounds. 
This demonstrates that rituals and ceremonies were held This demonstrates that rituals and ceremonies were held 
here continually, over a long period of time.here continually, over a long period of time.
This component part is an archaeological site of a large This component part is an archaeological site of a large 
hub settlement that dates mainly from the second half of hub settlement that dates mainly from the second half of 
the development stage of sedentism. It is an important the development stage of sedentism. It is an important 
archaeological site that attests to a livelihood of an archaeological site that attests to a livelihood of an 
inland bay area, large hub settlements, and the diversity inland bay area, large hub settlements, and the diversity 
of rituals and ceremonies.of rituals and ceremonies.
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Day 17&18:  Meeting with Buddha (Hiraizumi's 
UNESCO World Heritage)

Take the Shinkansen bound for Hiraizumi from Aomori 
station.
Rent a bicycle from Hiraizumi station and head for the cave 
temple.
Stay for the night in a nearby ryokan.
The next day, visit Motsuji Temple and Chusonji Temple.
When you are finished, go to Onagawa station by 

shinkansen. Stay there for the night.
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Day 19 :  11 years after Fukushima's events...

Go see the memorial house of the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake. 
Onagawa was one of the most violently impacted by the 
catastrophe. The port town is still trying to recover since 
then, but is still marked by the tragedy. The memorial-house 
is a place of grief, where people can remember their lost 
ones. 
Have a kaisen bowl (sashimi rice bowl) lunch at one of  
Onagawa Market's seafood restaurant.

Get on the ferry to Kinkasan Island (30 minutes)

Kinkasan is a holy island located off the coast of Ishinomaki 
City, home to the legendary Koganeyama Shrine. It is said 
that those who make three consecutive annual pilgrimages 
to the shrine will be blessed with wealth for the rest of their 
lives. The shrine was originally a Buddhist temple, built 
around 750 CE in this area. 
The island setting is enchanting, with the deer free to roam 
inside and outside the shrine grounds, and monkeys in the 
forest making the whole experience feel wild. No visit is 
complete without happening upon the Kinkasan deer, who 
are regarded as messengers of the gods by Shinto priests.

Hike the island and stay for the night in the island's Shinto 
pilgrim lodge.

The next day, go back to Onagawa station and go back to 
Tokyo with the Shinkansen.

Hiraizumi: a place of Buddhism
In the latter part of the Heian Period, three generations In the latter part of the Heian Period, three generations 
of the powerful Fujiwara clan of Mutsu who are said to of the powerful Fujiwara clan of Mutsu who are said to 
"have built the culture of Hiraizumi"."have built the culture of Hiraizumi".
Kiyohira, the first leader of the Fujiwara clan, is said Kiyohira, the first leader of the Fujiwara clan, is said 
to have moved to Hiraizumi around the year 1100, to have moved to Hiraizumi around the year 1100, 
when he began building a peaceful, ideal town where when he began building a peaceful, ideal town where 
gold was abundant based on the Buddhist culture in gold was abundant based on the Buddhist culture in 
Oshu region.Oshu region.

Kinkasan's deers 

Kinkasan's deers are not as used to visitors as the Kinkasan's deers are not as used to visitors as the 
deers in Nara. deers in Nara. 
Please be careful when approaching the deers.Please be careful when approaching the deers.
There is a biscuit-vending machine near the shrine.There is a biscuit-vending machine near the shrine.
If you plan to feed the deers some of the machine's If you plan to feed the deers some of the machine's 
treats: watch your hands so the deers don't bite you treats: watch your hands so the deers don't bite you 
by accident.by accident.
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Day 13:  Yamadera and Ginzan Onsen: 
landscapes that will leave you speechless

Take the train bound for Yamagata city through Shinjo.
Take the bus to Yamadera and hike the sacred mountain.
Go back to Yamagata city, from where you will head for 
Ginzan Onsen to stay for the night.

Day 14:  End of your trip
Explore Ginzan Onsen's town and go back to 
Tokyo station from Yamagata station with the 
Shinkansen.

About  Ginzan Onsen

The scenic Onsen town has recently made the buzz on The scenic Onsen town has recently made the buzz on 
Instagram and other social networks.Instagram and other social networks.
I ts Ghibl iesque appearance and i ts lush green I ts Ghibl iesque appearance and i ts lush green 
environment makes it the perfect destination for the environment makes it the perfect destination for the 
weary travelers who seek some comfort and relaxation.weary travelers who seek some comfort and relaxation.
Originally obtaining its name from the silver mine located Originally obtaining its name from the silver mine located 
near the back of this town, Ginzan Onsen translates out near the back of this town, Ginzan Onsen translates out 
to Silver Mountain Hotsprings and was founded over 400 to Silver Mountain Hotsprings and was founded over 400 
years ago when it thrived off of its silver production.  years ago when it thrived off of its silver production.  

After its mines shut down, the town rediscovered itself After its mines shut down, the town rediscovered itself 
as a premier hot spring resort by designating an entire as a premier hot spring resort by designating an entire 
portion of its town to over a dozen bathhouses that still portion of its town to over a dozen bathhouses that still 
stand today.  stand today.  

With their wooden frames and white plaster walls, these With their wooden frames and white plaster walls, these 
buildings preserve the elegance of their Taisho Era (1912 buildings preserve the elegance of their Taisho Era (1912 
to 1926) architecture and are romanticized through the to 1926) architecture and are romanticized through the 
many dramas this town is featured in.  many dramas this town is featured in.  

The nostalgic and warm feel that visitors often praise The nostalgic and warm feel that visitors often praise 
this town for is also thanks to the gas street lamps that this town for is also thanks to the gas street lamps that 
give this town a soft glow.  give this town a soft glow.  
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Discover the other face of JapanDiscover the other face of Japan
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Tour price:
• • Without the JR-Pass :Without the JR-Pass :  380,000 380,000 yyenen (tax  (tax 

included)   included)   approx. 3150 USDapprox. 3150 USD

• • 14 days JR-Pass included: 14 days JR-Pass included: 465,000465,000 yen yen  
(tax. included)  (tax. included)   approx. 3850 USD approx. 3850 USD

What's included in the price:
For groups above 6 persons, ask us for a revised quotation**

• • Accommodation (breakfast + dinner included)Accommodation (breakfast + dinner included)
• • LunchLunch
• • Itineraries not covered by the JR-PassItineraries not covered by the JR-Pass
• • Entrance fees/activity feesEntrance fees/activity fees
• • Reservation-makingReservation-making
• • Remote coordination Remote coordination (your agent will send you (your agent will send you 

reminders every morning about the plan of the day)reminders every morning about the plan of the day)

• • Daytime help support Daytime help support (your agent will answer your (your agent will answer your 

support requests by phone/chat during *daytime only)support requests by phone/chat during *daytime only)

• • Self-guide brochureSelf-guide brochure

What's NOT included in the 
price:

• • On-site interpretation (daytime help support On-site interpretation (daytime help support 
covers interpretation related to: reservations, covers interpretation related to: reservations, 
emergency, incidents only. For touristic emergency, incidents only. For touristic 
or leisure interpretation, please order our or leisure interpretation, please order our 
interpretation services separately)interpretation services separately)

• • Any change to the plan (accommodation, Any change to the plan (accommodation, 
restaurant, activity, itinerary)restaurant, activity, itinerary)

• • The flight from your locationThe flight from your location
• • Drinks (if unspecified)Drinks (if unspecified)
• • Souvenirs, shoppingSouvenirs, shopping
• • Travel insuranceTravel insurance
• • Luggage transportation serviceLuggage transportation service

How to make a reservation?

• • Contact us by email at: Contact us by email at: millot.sara@degam.jpmillot.sara@degam.jp
• • Make a reservation online on Make a reservation online on 

www.tsuruokacity.com/bookingswww.tsuruokacity.com/bookings
• • Contact us by phone:Contact us by phone:

(+81)235-26-1218(+81)235-26-1218 (from Monday to Friday, 8:30-17:30 JST) (from Monday to Friday, 8:30-17:30 JST)

Vegan, vegetarian, allergies...

• • If you have special needs, we will be happy If you have special needs, we will be happy 
to adapt the plan to your desires! to adapt the plan to your desires! 

Let us know how you need your trip to be, we Let us know how you need your trip to be, we 
will reshape it so it is perfect for you!will reshape it so it is perfect for you!
Email: Email: millot.sara@degam.jpmillot.sara@degam.jp

Self-guided material

A 100% custom 20 pages guide will be written A 100% custom 20 pages guide will be written 
by our team to match your trip exactly, so you by our team to match your trip exactly, so you 
know all the interesting facts about the places know all the interesting facts about the places 
you visit. A paper-version will be sent-out to you you visit. A paper-version will be sent-out to you 
prior to your visit, but you will also receive a prior to your visit, but you will also receive a 
digital version readable on your phone.digital version readable on your phone.

DEGAM Tsuruoka Tourism Bureau DEGAM Tsuruoka Tourism Bureau 
(General Associated Corporation)(General Associated Corporation)

997-0015 Yamagata Prefecture, Tsuruoka City, Suehiromachi 3-1997-0015 Yamagata Prefecture, Tsuruoka City, Suehiromachi 3-1
MARICA East 2nd floorMARICA East 2nd floor
Local Destination Management Organization registered by the Local Destination Management Organization registered by the 
Japanese governmentJapanese government
Tour-operator since 2019Tour-operator since 2019

Contact: Sara MILLOT (email: millot.sara@degam.jp phone: Contact: Sara MILLOT (email: millot.sara@degam.jp phone: 
+81235-26-1218)+81235-26-1218)

mailto:millot.sara%40degam.jp?subject=Information%20about%20the%20Tohoku%20tour
http://www.tsuruokacity.com/bookings
mailto:millot.sara%40degam.jp?subject=Information%20about%20the%20Tohoku%20tour

